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Abstract−A self-validating soft sensor is proposed that not only can perform self-diagnostics and self-reconstruc-

tion, but also generate a variety of output data types, including the prediction values, input sensors status of soft sensor

and the uncertainty values which represent the credibility of soft sensor’s output. The input sensors are validated before

performing a prediction by principal components analysis (PCA) model. These validated data are then employed for

subsequent recursive partial least square (RPLS) prediction. Other than input sensor validation and modeling for pre-

diction, a t-statistic confidence interval is created and the status of input sensors is offered. By using this self-validating

soft sensor, we can determine the work condition of the soft sensor and take proper actions in real time. The usefulness

of the proposed method is demonstrated through a case study of a wastewater treatment process.
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INTRODUCTION

In a chemical process, the main obstacle for effective quality con-

trol is the lack of real-time measurements of the critical or quality

variables, due to time-delay and slow sampling rates associated with

technical or economic reasons. Thus, soft sensors, which refer to a

soft approach to infer hard-to-measure variables from other easy-

to-measure measurable process variables, have attracted significant

attention in the process industry. Currently, partial least squares (PLS)

[1,2] method is used as a modeling method for the soft sensors. Also,

principal component regression (PCR) method [3], nonlinear PLS

method [4], artificial neural network [5,6], support vector machine

(SVM) based regression method [7], and so on, are researched as

the soft sensor modeling methods. However, since soft sensors infer

the measurements of the quality variables through the online meas-

urements of input variables and a process model, if one of the input

sensors fails, the soft sensor estimate will deteriorate. Furthermore,

because a soft sensor uses multiple sensors as inputs, the probabil-

ity that one of the sensors fails increases dramatically. Therefore, it

is imperative to improve the validating ability of soft sensors. Soft

sensor validation is needed to detect failed input instruments and

generate validated values based on the physical relationship of input

data. Although much research [8-11] has been devoted to fault de-

tection and identification of failed input instruments, little work has

been done on fault reconstruction. As a result, there is still faulty

input data usage for subsequent soft sensor modeling. Martin [12]

proposed a two layer neural net based method for failed input sensor

validation. And operators need to alert and replace the failed meas-

urements using process knowledge, once the predicted input is dis-

similar with its corresponding measurement more than a predefined

tolerance. However, manual generating of validated data is not practi-

cal in the chemical industry. Qin [13] proposed PCA based SPE and

T2 for fault identification and fault data reconstruction by minimizing

the statistic SPE. Despite this effort to investigate the fault identifi-

cation and reconstruction problems, there are always fault alarms

happening because of using only SPE or T2 for fault detection. In

addition, Yue et al. [14] combined SPE and T2 with fault detection

and identification and got a good performance. Nonetheless, this

method is difficult to implement in practice because fault recon-

struction is complex and time consuming. Also, the combined index

limit is hard to determine. In this paper, the reconstruction approach

was a statistic SVI (sensor validation index) by adjusting SPE. In

addition, the failed instrument was identified and reconstructed by

minimizing SVI, and then leading to a more feasible solution than

only SPE or the combined index approach.

Even though a good soft sensor is developed successfully by val-

idating input sensors, its estimation performance always deteriorates

as process characteristics change. To efficiently capture the grade-

changing characteristics of the processes, much research on recur-

sive methods [15-17] has been exclusively studied. Mu et al. [18]

proposed an online dual updating strategy that combines RPLS model

updating and model offset updating, to deal with the issues of time

variant processes and uncertainty of the process data. In their ap-

proach, the PLS model is updated and the current bias is calculated

by the sample’s value and the output of the PLS once a new sample

is available. On the other hand, only a limited number of papers deal

with validating response measurement issue when using RPLS. Owing

to its usage of response measurement for model updating, in the

case of a sample from response measurement with abrupt noise,

the model output would be significantly unstable since the PLS model

was misled by an abnormal event from the analyzing sample. There-

fore, there is a need to validate the response measurement and give

the reliability of measurement value. In this work, a t-statistics con-

fidence interval was created to ensure the PLS model would not be

misled by outliers from online analyzers.

Qin et al. [13] have presented a brief combination of self-validat-

ing technique and soft sensors. Unfortunately, it neither provides
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useful information about input variables sensors nor offers a good

indication the reliability of soft sensors output once response meas-

urement is suffering from abnormal data. In present work, we pro-

pose a new self-validating soft sensor. Such a soft sensor had been

termed “SEVA (Self-validating) soft sensor,” in that they were not

only able to identify and reconstruct faulty input sensors for subse-

quent soft sensor modeling but also provide an indication as to the

validity of, or confidence in, the response measured value. In this

SEVA soft sensor, with the need for assuring the hardware sensors

as inputs for soft sensor modeling in the normal condition, PCA

was used to validate the input sensors and reconstruct the faulty sen-

sors’ data. Furthermore, the confidence intervals of predictions, which

were derived from the uncertainties of response and inputs, were

created to avoid inferential models being misled by noises from re-

sponse measurement, and unlike the traditional soft sensors which

have been viewed as a simple signal prediction, this soft sensor gen-

erates a variety of data types, including not only prediction values,

but also input sensors status and the on-line uncertainty values which

represent the credibility of soft sensor’s output.

The remaining sections of this paper are organized as follows.

Section 2 gives some basic theories on PCA and recursive PLS.

Section 3 discusses the implementation of SEVA soft sensors. Sec-

tion 4 presents the performance of the SEVA soft sensor through a

wastewater treatment process. Finally, the work is concluded.

BASIC THEORIES

1. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)

PCA is a statistical method widely used in chemometrics to com-

press high-dimensional data into a lower-dimensional space, thus

making data more comprehensible by extracting essential informa-

tion. PCA uncovers combinations of the original variables (these

combinations are known as latent variables or principal components,

PCs) which describe the dominant patterns and the main trends in

the data. The PCA model decomposes the input data as a bilinear

product of scores and loadings.

X=TVp+ε, (1)

where ε is the residual matrix, which includes mainly noises under

normal conditions. T∈R
N×N

 and Vp∈R
N×p

 are the score and loading

matrices, respectively. Given a new sample vector x, the PCA score,

prediction, and residual vectors are given as follows, respectively:

t=Vpx, (2)

(3)

(4)

where C=Vp

T
Vp. The sample vector x is projected onto the princi-

pal component subspace and the residual subspace, respectively, as

follows:

(5)

The statistic SPE (squared prediction error) is defined as a measure

of the variations of residual parts of data.

(6)

Under normal conditions, the residual portion of the sample is small.

Jackson and Mudholkar [19] proposed the calculation of a confi-

dent limit for the SPE. If one of the sensors is faulty, the SPE will

increase and thus can be used to detect sensor faults. Summarizing,

PCA is a very flexible and versatile technique for extracting mean-

ingful information from large amounts of raw data sets, resulting in

easy fault detection in a wide range of industrial contexts. By mini-

mizing SPE, we obtained a sensor validity index (SVI), (see Section

3). Before a soft sensor made a prediction, SVI was implemented

to assure that the input data for the soft sensor was normal. Through

this improvement, the faulty inputs were not only detected but also

reconstructed with a more feasible solution.

2. Recursive Partial Least Square (RPLS)

PLS regression has been widely used for constructing soft sen-

sors because of its simplicity and ability to cope with collinear prob-

lems. One of the most popular PLS algorithms was proposed by

Qin [20]. Given a matrix {X, Y}, {Tp, W, Vp, B, Q} is the parame-

ters that are processed by PLS, and is shown as follows:

{X, Y}→{Tp, W, Vp, B, Q} (7)

where Tp∈ℜ
N×p

 is the latent variable (LV) matrix, Vp∈ℜ
M×p

 and

Q∈ℜ
L×p

 are the loading matrices of X and Y, respectively. B is the

diagonal matrix of inner model coefficients. M, N, L and p (≤M)

denote the numbers of input variables, samples, output variables

and LVs retained in the PLS model, respectively. And the regres-

sion coefficient matrices from PLS are:

C
PLS

=(X
T
X)+X

T
Y=W*BQ

T
, (8)

where

W*=[w1

*, w2

*, …wM
*], (9)

(10)

When a new data pair {xq, yq} is available, the PLS model is up-

dated using the augmented data matrices. Then it can be used for

Eq. (8) to calculate the regression coefficient matrices.

XNEW=[Vp

T
; xq

T], YNEW=[Q
T
; yq

T]. (11)

To improve the computational ability of PLS model, we can add

a forgetting factor into the above equation.

XNEW=[βVp

T
; xq

T], YNEW=[βQ
T
; yq

T]. (12)

where 0<β≤1.

Estimation performance of soft sensors always deteriorates as

process characteristics change. In chemical processes, for example,

process characteristics are changed by catalyst deactivation or foul-

ing. Such a situation may deteriorate product quality. Modeling soft

sensors using recursive PLS method can overcome process charac-

teristic variation. Furthermore, due to its simplicity, a heavy com-

putation load can be avoided easily. In addition, the response meas-

urement yq is used for model updating, so there is a need to create

confidence intervals to assure it in the normal condition.

IMPLEMENTATION OF SEVA SOFT SENSORS

In this paper, we propose an integrated framework known as SEVA

soft sensors that is shown in Fig. 1 and will do the following:

(1) Validate the input sensors before making a prediction. If an

x̂ = Cx,

x̃ = I − C( )x,

x = x̂ + x̃.

SPE x( ) = x̃
2

 = x
T

I − C( )x.

wi
*

 = IM − wjVpj

T
( )wi.

i−1

j=1∏
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input sensor is faulty, it will be detected, identified and reconstructed

by an estimate. A PCA model is obtained to achieve this goal using

the sensor validation method proposed by Dunia et al.

(2) Build an RPLS-based prediction model for output variables

on the basis of the validated inputs rather than the raw input vari-

ables. If one sensor is faulty, the principal components are recon-

structed based on the PCA model, thus making the prediction model

well conditioned.

(3) Validate the prediction values of RPLS model by using t-sta-

tistics confidence intervals. These confidence intervals can charac-

terize the uncertainty of the prediction model and provide useful

information about prediction quality whether or not a fault has oc-

curred. This is imperative because the response measurement is also

used for model updating.

(4) Generate three types of outputs for a soft sensor, including

input sensor status (ISS), prediction values (PV) and uncertainty

values (UV).

1. PCA-based Fault Detection and Reconstruction

This sub-section presents an automatic and online FDD (fault

detection and diagnosis) and sensor reconstruction scheme that can

be used in chemical processes and control systems to detect and

diagnose sensor faults and reconstruct faulty sensors. The scheme

is based on principal component analysis to build a model that cap-

tures the correlation among input sensors installed in the processes.

The model is employed to reconstruct an assumed faulty sensor.

Different from only SPE usage for fault detection, the square pre-

diction error (SPE) based on the model and the sensor validity index

(SVI) based on the construction are employed, respectively, to detect

the sensor fault and identify the faulty sensor. On the other hand,

index unreconstructed variance (URV) is utilized to determine the

number of PCs. In short, all the motivation behind the PCA based

fault detection and reconstruction is to provide correct signals for

subsequent soft sensor modeling. The detailed procedure is sum-

marized in Fig. 2.

1-1. Fault Reconstruction

The prompt identification and correct reconstruction of a faulty

sensor are critical in order to bring the operation of soft sensor back

to normal. The approach to sensor identification assumes that one

sensor fails and is reconstructed based on the measurements of the

remaining sensors. The assumption is then validated by calculating

an SVI to examine the residuals before and after reconstruction. If

the faulty sensor is validated, a significant decrease in the residuals

is expected. Since the tasks for identification and reconstruction are

coupled together, we first present the reconstruction approaches and

principal determination assuming we know the faulty sensor, and

then discuss fault identification and the SVI.

One may estimate the ith variable from x using Eq. (3), where

the prediction  is used as a reconstruction of x
i. Yet, the drawback

of this approach is that the faulty sensor contained in x is used in the

estimate. To eliminate the effect of the faulty sensor, the prediction

x̂
i

Fig. 1. The SEVA soft sensor framework.

Fig. 2. PCA-based fault detection and reconstruction scheme.
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of the ith variable to the input is fed back and iterated until it con-

verges to a value zi, which can be employed as an estimate of faulty

input. The iteration can be represented by the following expression:

(13)

where C=VpVp

T
=[c1 c2 … cm], ci

T=[c1i c2i … cmi] and xT represents a

row of the matrix X and the subscripts −i, +i denote a vector formed

by the first i−1 and the last m− i elements of the original vector, re-

spectively. Dunia et al. [21] show that the iteration always converges

and the converged value zi can be calculated with one formula with-

out actually iterating as follows:

(14)

In practice of PCA, the number of PC’s retained in the model is

rather subjective; however, the model must have a unique number

of PCs for the PCA. If the faulty inputs are reconstructed by a large

number of PCs, the predictions with the reconstructed inputs will

contain unexpected noises induced by the excess PCs. On the other

hand, if fewer PCs are used to reconstruct the faulty data, the in-

correct information of the faulty inputs will deteriorate the predic-

tions from the smaller number of PCs. Furthermore, in applying

PCA for sensor validation, the number of PC’s has a significant im-

pact on each step of the sensor validation procedure, such as the

ability to detect small faults, the degree of freedom for fault identifi-

cation and the accuracy of reconstruction. Dunia et al. [21] also found

that when the PCA model is used to reconstruct faulty sensors, the

reconstruction error is a non-monotone function of the number of

principal components. An URV, which is the variance of the recon-

struction error, is proposed to determine the number of principal

components. An important feature of this approach is that the pro-

posed index is the minimum corresponding to the best reconstruction

of the variable. The unreconstructed variance of variable i, denoted

by ui, is given by the variance of xi−zi:

(15)

Where R=E(xxT) is the covariance matrix of the normal data and

ε i is the direction vector of unite length for the faulty sensor. Since

each variable xi is normalized to unit variance, ui=1 if we let zi= .

Therefore, ui>1 is the case for poor reconstruction.

1-2. Fault Detection and Identification

The approach to identifying a single faulty sensor is discussed

below. The algorithm can be serially implemented to identify multi-

ple faults that do not occur simultaneously because it is unusual that

sensors fail at the same moment. When a sensor fault has occurred,

the sample vector x can be represented as follows:

x=x*+fεi (16)

Where x* denotes the portion of normal data, εi is the direction vector

of unit length for the faulty sensor, and f is the magnitude of the

fault which can be negative or positive. To illustrate this method,

we denote the reconstructed sample as:

xT
j=[xT

−j zj xT
+j] (17)

The reconstructed vector can be projected onto the model and re-

sidual subspaces then a SPE can be calculated as

(18)

If the i sensor is faulty and j≠i, there will be no much decrease in

SPE(xj). Yet, if a true sensor is chosen, a large reduction in SPE(xj)

is expected. Furthermore, SPE will increase significantly, due to

the fault. Therefore, the SVI is used to detect faults, which is more

sensitive to the fault and is defined as the sensor validity index (SVI),

(19)

Note that 0≤ηj≤1. A validity index close to 1 indicates that the

sensor validations follow the variations experienced by the remain-

ing sensors. When the sensor is faulty, ηj is close to zero. Dunia et

al. [21] discuss the validity index in detail. Additionally, based on

the correlated relationship among variables, other variables that are

normal are used to reconstruct the faulty inputs and thus will lead

to a reliable prediction.

2. Output Parameters of the SEVA Soft Sensor

Traditionally, the soft sensor has been viewed as a simple pre-

diction signal generator. The application of fault detection techniques,

coupled with increasing demands for measurement quality assur-

ance, has rendered inadequate such a simplistic view. In this sub-

section, a new function of soft sensors is proposed which not only

encompasses self-diagnostics capabilities as mentioned above, but

also generates a variety of data types, including the prediction value

(PV), the uncertainty value (VU), and input sensor status (ISS).

2-1. Prediction Value (PV)

This corresponds to the conventional prediction of soft sensor

under normal conditions. Given some easy-to-measure sensors, the

soft sensor makes a prediction according to these inputs and models.

2-2. Uncertainty Value (UV)

This is the metrological uncertainty, or probability error of the

PV. The metrological definition is used here [22,23]: UV gives a

confidence interval for a true prediction. For example, if prediction

value is 3.8 units, and UV is 0.19, then there is 95% chance that

the prediction value lies within the interval 3.8±0.19 units. Uncer-

tainty is based on existing metrological standards, and its value is

calculated based upon all error sources affecting the online meas-

urement, such as: the models, process noise and the effect of any

fault. Thus, the VU provides useful information about prediction

quality whether or not a fault has occurred.

In the application of RPLS, generally there is the need to provide

metrics to measure the quality and reliability of a prediction. In prac-

tice, it is common to report population-weighted metrics such as

standard error of calibration (SEC) and standard error of prediction

(SEP) as a measure of PLS model prediction uncertainty. How-

ever, these metrics are typically estimated during model building

and validation stages to evaluate general model performance and

cannot be directly translated into prediction uncertainty for future

samples. Thus, to characterize the UV the variance of RPLS algo-

rithm presented is taken into account. First, considering a conven-

tion regression model for a single output, y=Xβ+ξ and all data have

been normalized with zero mean and unit variance. ξ is the vector

zi

new
 = ciizi

old
 + x

−i

T
0 x

+i

T[ ]ci = x
−i

T
zi

old
x
+i

T[ ]ci,

zi = 
x
−i

T
0 x

+i

T[ ]ci

1− cii

-----------------------------.

ui = var xi − zi( ) = var εi

T
x − 

x
−i

T
0 x

+i

T[ ]ci

1− cii

-----------------------------
⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞

≈ 1

1− cii( )2
------------------εi

T
I − C( )R I − C( )εi = 

εi

T
Reεi

εi

T
VpVp

T
εi( )

2
---------------------------.

xi

SPE xj( ) = x̃
2

 = xj

T
I − C( )xj

SVI = ηj = 
SPE xj( )
SPE x( )
-------------------.
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of residuals identically and independently distributed with mean

zero and variance σ 2. In practice, X and y are often contaminated

by non-negligible prediction errors. In other words, to simplify the

presentation, the presence of prediction error is not indicated by add-

itional notation unless specifically mentioned. The corresponding

model to predict response for object o based on observation xo

T is

as follows:

(20)

where  and  are the measured average response and predictor

vector in the calibration data set.  is mean-centered

predictor row vector.

The general procedure to estimate the uncertainty for y-response

 of a new individual observation o with predictor row-vector xT

using an empirical model consists of two steps. First, obtain an estima-

tion of standard deviation of the predictor error s. Second, establish

a t-statistics confidence intervals by the following equation [24]:

(21)

where N is the number of calibration samples used in convention

model building, df is the degree of freedoms used by the model and

α is the significance level for the interval. Since the true regression

matrix cannot be observed directly, the variance of the regression

vector is shown in the following equation when it is estimated by

ordinary least-squares (OLS):

(22)

Herein we extend the prediction uncertainty by the OLS model

to the RPLS model. The variance of the regression vector by the

RPLS model can be written as

(23)

The prediction uncertainty of the new data by the RPLS model can

be obtained.

(24)

where h0=xo

*T(xTx)+xo

* is the leverage for individual observation o

and it measures the distance of an observation to model center in

the x-space. Note that the term 1/N is due to mean-centering. In this

paper, confidence intervals are used to examine the reliability of new

observations from online analyzers. The inferential model would

not be updated if observations were out of the confidence intervals.

2-3. Input Sensor Status (ISS)

The input sensor status (ISS) is a discrete-valued flag indicating

how the input sensor status of soft sensor has been calculated. The

basic categories defined are shown in Table 1. The ISS assists users

(human or automated) to determine whether the input sensor meas-

urement is acceptable in the particular application.

SIMULATION AND APPLICATION STUDIES

This is a particularly interesting case study for the proposed meth-

odology. The biological wastewater treatment plant investigated in

this work is Activated Sludge, which is a common example of a

wastewater treatment process. It was designed for the removal of

organic matter and nutrients. In this process the influent rate and

composition are variables, the population of microorganisms varies

over time (both in quality and number of species), process knowl-

edge is very limited, and BOD5 online analyzer tends to be unreli-

able. The amount of organic matter presented is measured as BOD5.

It is very desirable to have a reasonably accurate inferential model

for BOD5 prediction due to a five-day delay that is inherent in the

laboratory measurement. In addition, the aeration bank also has a

significant hydraulic time delay. And in fact, the process has been

observed to go through frequent variations due to seasonal vari-

ability and several manual operations. Consequently, sometimes,

the experimentation BOD5 data is not useful for purpose of process

control. As shown in Fig. 3, the proposed wastewater plant process

[25] is comprised of four elements: pretreatment, primary settlers,

aeration tankers and secondary settlers. Also, the parameters need-

ing to be measured are presented.

The data for the proposed soft sensor correspond to data col-

lected daily on the operation of the WWTP (Wastewater treatment

plant) in about two-year period. A total of 400 data records have

been used, each consisting of 38 process variables. At the same time,

the design of the soft sensor requires the application of preprocess-

ing techniques to select the relevant variables. Thus, the automatic

clustering algorithms based on Kohomen’s self-organizing maps

(SOM) [26] are used to detect redundant and irrelevant features.

Through this preprocess, nineteen process variables are selected as

inputs of models, which are shown as Table 2. And 200 samples

are utilized for training; the remaining 200 samples are used for test

the performance of the proposed soft sensor. An objective variable

y is the concentration of BOD5, and explanatory variables X are 19

variables, which are biological oxygen demand, suspended solids,

ŷ
o

 = ỹ + xo

*T
β̂ + ε0x

T
,

–

ỹ
–

x
T

xo

*T
 = xo

T
 − x

T

ŷo

CI = ŷ
o

 ± t
α/2 N−df, σ,

var β̂OLS( ) = x
T
x( )

−1

x
T
var y( )x x

T
x( )

−1

= x
T
x( )

−1

σ
2

.

var β̂RPLS( ) = x
T
x( ) + x

T
var y( )x x

T
x( )

+

= x
T
x( )

+

σ
2

.

var ŷ
o

( ) = var ỹ + xo

*T
β̂ + ε0( ) = var ỹ( ) + xo

*T
var β̂RPLS( )xo

*

 + var ε0( )
– –

= 
σ

 

2

N
------ + xo

*T
x

T
x( ) + xo

*

σ
 

2

 + σ
 

2

 = σ
 

2

1+ h0 + 
1

N
----

⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞

 = σ
 

RPLS

2

.

Table 1. Input sensor status values

Status Explanation

CLEAR The ISS is derived normally

BLURRED The ISS is derived from live data, but is being

corrected for a fault

DAZZLED A transient state: the ISS is based on historical

data while fault is accessed

BLIND No credible live data is available

OFFLINE The instrument is off-line Fig. 3. Wastewater plant process.
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sedimentable solids, and so on.

1. Validation of the Input Sensor Fault for a SEVA Soft Sen-

sor

1-1. Number of PCs Determination and PCA Model Used for Nor-

mal Condition

The prediction performance of a soft sensor is not only depen-

dent on the capability of the inferential model, but also on the data

quality of inputs. Thus, inputs of soft sensor validation are also im-

portant. The first step of validation is to design a PCA model. Then

on the basis of the PCA model designed, the indices are used to

detect sensors faults, and faulty sensor identification can be calcu-

lated online. In the first test, no fault is added to any sensor in the

WWTP. Of the data collected from the database, about one-half of

the data points are used for training the PCA model and the other

half of the points are used for testing the indices for sensor fault

detection and identification under normal operation conditions. The

first step to sensor validation is to obtain the number of principal

components for best reconstruction. The total URVs are calculated

by reconstructing each sensor from others. As can be noted in Fig.

4, when the number of principal components is 9, the total URV is

minimum. Therefore, nine principal components are used as the

optimal number for sensor reconstruction.

Based on the PCA model obtained, the indices for sensor faults

and faulty sensor identification are calculated by using the other

half of the data points. Fig. 5 shows the two indices for the test data

Table 2. The parameters selected for inferring

Position Parameters

Overall plant Sedimentable solids [RD-SED-G], Suspended solids [RD-SS-G], Biological oxygen demand

[RD-DBO-G)], Chemical oxygen demand [RD-DQO-G]

Primary settlers Biological oxygen demand [RD-DBO-P)], Suspended solids [RD-SS-P]

Secondary settlers Biological oxygen demand [RD-DBO-S)], Chemical oxygen demand [RD-DQO-S]

Influent to WWTP Biological oxygen demand and Chemical oxygen demand

Secondary treatment DQO, Biological oxygen demand, Suspended solids, pH and Sedimentable solids

Output Chemical oxygen demand, Sedimentable solids, Suspended solids and pH

Fig. 4. Total URV versus the number of principal components. Fig. 6. Fault, normal and Reconstructed pH.

Fig. 5. Indices for fault detection at normal condition, their confi-
dence intervals are 95%.

set in normal condition. Due to no fault being added, the SPE and

SVI are within their control limit, and SVI is close to 1. Since we

treat points that continue to get over the control limit less than three

times as false alarms, some points that exceed the control limit in

SPE are ignored. These results demonstrate that the test data are
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within the region of the training data and involve no fault.

1-2. PCA Model Employing in Abnormal Condition

The pH of effluent in the WWTP is one of the most important

variables for soft sensor input. To verify the senor validation method

for a soft sensor, it is assumed that the measured values of the pH

in the secondary settler have a bias value (8) from the 120th day to

170th in the test data, as shown in Fig. 6. The SPEs were calculated

online and compared with the threshold to monitor the sensor status

in the wastewater treatment system. The SVI of each sensor was

also calculated by reconstructing it using the measurements of the

remaining sensors, in order to identify the faulty sensor. Fig. 7 shows

the sensor fault detection index and the identification index for the

pH sensor. Before the fault was introduced, the SPE was below the

threshold, and the SVIs of all sensors were close to 1. After the pres-

ence of the bias fault, the SPE was significantly greater than the

threshold. At this time, the SVI for the pH sensor began to be close to

0. However, the SVIs of the other sensors were still close to 1 (not

shown in Fig. 7). The SPE indicates that a fault occurred among

the sensors of the wastewater plant from 120th to 170th day, and the

SVI shows that the fault occurred on the pH sensor. Fig. 6 shows

the measured and recovered measurements of the pH sensor under

the bias fault. The measurements reconstructed from the remaining

Fig. 10. Soft sensor prediction using RPLS as model when it is sub-
jected to continuing faults.

Fig. 9. Prediction result of BOD5 using RPLS with β=0.95, RMSE
=0.4484, r=0.8970, LVs=12.

Fig. 7. SPE and SVI for a sensor fault that occurs and disappears
after a period of time.

Fig. 8. Prediction result of BOD5 using RPLS, RMSE=0.4307, r=
0.9103, LVs=12.

sensors before and after the fault presence approach the actual value

with very high accuracy. It is also necessary to note that faulty alarms

occurred when using SPE from Fig. 7. Yet, when performing SVI,

no faulty alarms happened.

2. Prediction Model of the SEVA Soft Sensor and its Output

Parameters

The root mean square error (RMSE) and coefficient (r) are used

to access the prediction performance of inferential model.

(25)

where Yi, actual and Yi,mod are the measurement and the output of pre-

diction model, respectively.

2-1. Building an RPLS Model for the SEVA Soft Sensor

A soft-sensor model that estimates BOD5 of the Barcelona WWTP

is constructed by using recursive PLS, and it is updated every 24 h

when BOD5 is measured. To take into account process dynamics,

the input data consist of the present samples. And no fault occurs

herein. The number of latent variables used in the RPLS model is

determined by trial and error to maximize the prediction performance.

The estimation result is shown in Fig. 9. The estimates shown in

the bottom figure are calculated every day whenever the input vari-

ables are observed, and they fluctuate by measurement noise. In

this figure, r denotes the correlation coefficient between measure-

ments and estimates, RMSE is the root-mean-squares error, and

LVs is the number of latent variables. Next, the forgetting factor β

is used to adapt the model to the changes in process characteristics

more rapidly. The estimation result with forgetting factor β=0.95

RMSE = 

1

N
----

Yi actual,  − Yi mod,

Yi actual,

--------------------------------
⎝ ⎠
⎛ ⎞

2

i=1

N

∑ ,
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is shown in Fig. 10. The estimation accuracy deteriorates a little

bit. It is obvious that RPLS can capture the nonlinear relationship

between the inputs and output when a suitable forgetting factor and

LVs are selected.

2-2. Verify an SEVA Soft Sensor and its Output Parameters

When pH suffers from continuing faults with biases (8) between

the 120th and 170th sample, the soft sensor using RPLS model and

raw (not be validated) data makes unstable predictions for BOD5 in

Fig. 10. The fit between the model prediction values and test values

is poor, where RMSE is 2.4617. This is because the faulty data are

not identified and still utilized for subsequent RPLS modeling.

However, as can also be seen in Fig. 11, the SEVA soft sensor

can still track the variation of BOD5 because of PCA fault detec-

tion and reconstruction method using SPE and SVI. Not only can

this soft sensor identify and reconstruct the faults as described in

Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, but also indicate the status of the soft sensor chang-

ing from BLURRED to DAZZLED in Fig. 12. Because the faults

which are detected by PCA model are not permanent and the pH

sensor returns to normal, the self-validating soft sensor declares the

measurement CLEAR again after the 170th sample. All the status

changes are shown in Fig. 12. Note that the two dotted lines repre-

sent uncertainty values of model, which will described in the fol-

lowing part.

Since the proposed method adapts the model once a new meas-

urement of the online output analyzer is available, the model may

be misled by samples with noise or abnormal data. In an industrial

process, a common example of encountering abrupt noise occurs

when the online analyzer is calibrating, so there is a need to perform

checking in the output of the soft sensor. In this work, the confi-

dence intervals of the response measurements have been created

using prediction variance to ensure that the RPLS model will not

be misled. As Fig. 13 shows, some test values from the online ana-

lyzer deviate from the 95% control limit. These data are labeled as

abnormal and should not be used to update the RPLS model. Thus,

the RPLS model cannot be misled by samples with noises or abnor-

mal data, and the confidence intervals of predictions are capable of

preventing the model from some undetected noises.

CONCLUSIONS

The SEVA soft sensor approach proposed does not just perform

self-diagnostics and self-reconstruction, but also generates a variety

of data types, including the prediction value, input sensors status of

soft sensor and the uncertainty values which represent the credibil-

ity of soft sensor’s output. The integrated framework is successfully

applied to a wastewater treatment process to predict BOD5. The SPE

and SVI which are generated from PCA are derived and shown to

be effective in detecting, identifying and reconstructing the single

sensor fault. Also, the RPLS has been proven to accommodate the

time-varying nature of the process. Even if suffering from some

abnormal events, the RMSE of the SEVA soft sensor is improved

by 474% in comparison with the general RPLS-based soft sensor

because of using input sensors validation. Additionally, this result-

ing soft sensor framework may validate the output of soft sensor

and give statuses of its input sensors, which were illustrated through

the wastewater treatment example. The proposed approach has the

potential for the implementation of soft sensors in the process indus-

try. Further study of uncertainty description on model and noises

will be carried out in the near future.
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